
1st dam
Jessadeluxe, by One Famous Eagle. Winner at 2, $5,815. Sister to EAGLE DELUXE SI 102, Reagal Eagle SI 105. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 1 to race—Hawks Deluxe SI 81 (f. by Hawkinson). Winner to 4, 2023, ($4,624 USA), in Mexico.

2nd dam
COUNTRY BOY DELUXE SI 105 (g. by Country Chicks Man). 10 wins to 6, $161,796, Alex Picov Champ, Ajax Derby Challenge, Hialeah El Nino Inv, 2nd Fort Erie Derby.
ALAKAZAAM SI 102 (g. by Mezoomn). 8 wins to 5, $97,523, Ontario Sires Stakes Derby [R], Ontario Sires Stakes Maturity [R].
Reagal Eagle SI 105 (c. by One Famous Eagle). 3 wins to 3, $467,790, 2nd All American Futurity [G1], finalist in Rainbow Futurity [G1]. Sire.
Powerhouse Cartel SI 106 (g. by Mr Piloto). 5 wins to 6, $78,375, 3rd Scoopies Leaving [R].

3rd dam

ENGAGEMENTS: Los Alamitos Two Million Fut., PCQHRA Breeders' Fut. Cal-Bred.